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DECARBONISING TRANSPORT – INTRODUCING THE STRATEGIC
WORK PROGRAMME
Purpose

Introduce our strategic work programme on decarbonising transport which builds on the first
emissions reduction plan (ERP) by looking out to 2035 and what is required to achieve the
transport emissions reductions anticipated in emissions budgets two and three. We seek
your agreement on the proposed work programme, including our high-level deliverables
through to December 2022.

Key points

While the ERP sets out transport targets and nitial actions, it does not go into detail
about how these will be achieved. This detail is important to ensure that Te Manatū
Waka Ministry of Transport (the Ministry) and the wider transport sector is clear on its
role in the next steps for achieving emissions reductions.

•

The ERP also does not go into detail about all of the factors that will influence
whether, when, and how we achieve our transport emissions reduction targets,
especially in the 10-15 year timeframe. These factors include potential trade-offs,
opportunities to maximise co-benefits, and important sequencing considerations.

•

The current ERP actions will all contribute to emission reductions, but these actions
alone will not be sufficient to ensure that targets are achieved. Ongoing work will be
needed to build on Hīkina te Kohupara and identify options for greater emission
reductions out to 2035 and beyond.
As signalled in Hīkina Te Kohupara and most recently in the Weekly Report for the
week ending 8 April 2022, we are proposing to develop a transport-sector strategy
and action plan to reinforce the Government’s approach to reducing transport
emissions, demonstrate how we are going to deliver on the transport commitments
made in the ERP, and signal some of the key investment and policy decisions
required in the 10-15 year timeframe. This will build on the ERP by:

O

•

FF

•

o

setting new sub-national targets for reducing vehicle kilometres travelled
(VKT) by the light fleet in our largest urban areas (as committed to in the ERP)
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o

outlining a monitoring framework and reporting mechanisms for delivering on
ERP initiatives to ensure accountability

o

providing more detail on how ERP initiatives will be delivered, including
ownership and timeframes for key milestones and stakeholder engagement

o

Identifying important trade-offs, opportunities for co-benefits, and sequencing
considerations in the 10-15 year timeframe and beyond, to help guide nearand-medium term planning and help to catalyse stakeholder action.

While the strategy and action plan will look out to 2035, they will need to be informed
by the Ministry’s analysis looking beyond this timeframe to ensure that they are
consistent with the 2050 Net Zero target. We will include significant considerations
raised by this long-term analysis when we brief you on the draft content of the
strategy and action plan.

•

The strategy will be informed by the Ministry’s Generational Investment Approach
(GIA) to help identify longer-term investment and policy priorities in a way that we
expect will support conversations with Treasury about multi-year funding
commitments.

•

We are proposing to publish the strategy and action plan in December 2022. The
Ministry will work closely with the transport agencies to develop the documents, and
undertake targeted engagement with iwi/Māori, local government, and representative
community groups on the sub-national VKT reduction targets. We are not proposing
significant engagement beyond this, given the extensive consultation that has taken
place for both Hīkina te Kohupara and the ERP, but some targeted engagement of
key stakeholders will be required.

•

As part of this work programme, we will also be contributing to the all-of-government
ERP implementation plan and preparing for the next ERP. The strategy and action
plan will be developed alongside the implementation of key ERP initiatives, including
those that received funding through Budget 2022.
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DECARBONISING TRANSPORT – INTRODUCING THE STRATEGIC
WORK PROGRAMME
Background
We introduced the forward work programme for decarbonising transport to you in the
Weekly Report (week ending 8 April 2022). We noted that we would provide you with
a briefing by the end of May 2022, detailing the Decarbonising Transport strategic
work programme and next steps.

2

As you know, the first emissions reduction plan (ERP) for 2022 – 2025 was published
on 16 May 2022. There is now significant expectation on transport to deliver on the
commitments made in the ERP and reduce emissions. You have also highlighted that
this is one of your top two priorities.

3

We are focused on implementation and ensuring the transport actions are delivered
within the first emissions budget period. While the ERP sets out the transport targets
and initial actions, it stops short of getting into the next level of detail of how these will
be achieved. Getting clear on what is required to deliver each action, who is
responsible, and more detailed timeframes and esponsibilities, will all be critical for
delivery. The current ERP actions will all contribute to emission reductions, but these
actions alone will not be sufficient to ensure that targets are achieved. Ongoing work
will be needed to identify options for greater emission reductions.

4

The ERP also does not go into detail about all of the factors that will influence
whether, when, and how we achieve our transport emissions reduction targets,
especially in the 10-15 year timeframe. These factors include important trade-offs,
opportunities for co-benefits, and sequencing considerations.

5

We are proposing to develop a transport-sector strategy and action plan to reinforce
the Government’s strategic approach to reducing transport emissions, demonstrate
how it will deliver on the transport commitments made in the ERP, and signal key
decisions required in the 10-15 time horizon. This is discussed in more detail below.

6

Alongside this work programme, the Ministry and Waka Kotahi New Zealand
Transport Agency (Waka Kotahi) will continue to develop and implement key
initiatives, such as the Public Transport Operating Model (PTOM) review, the Clean
Vehicle programme and Reshaping Streets regulatory changes, and initiatives funded
through the Climate Emergency Response Fund (CERF), such as the Clean Car
Upgrade and Social Leasing.

O
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1

The strategy will confirm and embed the Government’s strategic approach to
reducing transport emissions
7

We are proposing that the strategy and action plan are published together, but as
separate documents. This is because the strategy will look out to 2035 and what is
required to achieve the transport targets in the ERP, whereas the action plan will be
focused on delivering the actions in the first emissions budget period (2022-2025).
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The strategy will not revisit commitments that have already been made through the
ERP. The strategy is an opportunity to reinforce to local government, the wider
transport sector and the public the vision and goals the Government has for
decarbonising the transport system out to 2035 and beyond. This includes setting out:
8.1

the focus areas and transport targets (from the ERP)

8.2

new sub-national light fleet VKT reduction targets for Tier 1 and 2 urban areas
that align with achieving the national VKT target (as committed to in the ERP)

8.3

key policy and investment decisions required out to 2035, including potential
trade-offs, opportunities to maximise co-benefits, and sequencing
considerations
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8

8.4

approaches to supporting an equitable transition through the transport system

8.5

a monitoring framework to ensure accountability.

The ERP sets the emissions budgets for the first three budget periods (2022-25,
2026-30, and 2031-25) but only sets out actions that will be taken during the first
emissions budget period (2022-25).

10

The strategy will fulfil some immediate commitments made in the ERP (such as
setting new sub-national targets for reducing vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) in our
largest urban areas and outlining a monitoring framework and reporting mechanisms
for delivering on ERP initiatives).

11

The strategy will also identify key decisions required in the 10-15 year timeframe and
beyond, including important trade-offs, opportunities for co-benefits, and sequencing
considerations, to help guide near-and-medium term planning, signal the likely
direction of travel, and help to catalyse stakeholder action.

12

The strategy is a medium-term “mezzanine” transport strategy that focuses on bigger
objectives that cut across agencies and levers, such as the road safety strategy,
Road to Zero, and the Freight and Supply Chain Strategy that is being prepared.
These strategies are now being informed by the Generational Investment Approach
(GIA), which sets investment and policy priorities through a 10–50-year framework.

13

The GIA will support the development of the strategy, including the identification and
consideration of medium-term options in a way that supports conversations with
Treasury about multi-year funding commitments. It will also help identify trade-offs
and decision points, and support development of the next ERP.

O
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9

The action plan will detail how the Government will deliver on its transport
commitments in the first ERP
14

The action plan is an opportunity for the Government to demonstrate in detail how it
intends to deliver the transport commitments in the ERP. This will build on the ERP
Table of Actions, setting out:
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14.1 ownership responsibilities for each specific transport action included in the ERP,
including at different stages (e.g. policy development versus implementation)
14.2 detailed timeframes for when actions will be progressed and delivered
(including key milestones)
14.3 how actions will be progressed and completed, including whether stakeholder
consultation will take place
14.4 progress indicators, in line with the monitoring framework in the strategy.
This will help to ensure accountability by making it more transparent what steps the
Government is taking to implement each transport action in the ERP.

16

The action plan is also an opportunity to highlight the co-benefits of some of the
specific initiatives in the ERP, as well as their estimated impact on emissions. This is
important for demonstrating the broader benefits of decarbonising the transport
system, as well as highlighting actions that support an equitable transition.

17

Developing the action plan will be an important process for the Ministry, Waka Kotahi
and other key stakeholders to establish how actions will be prioritised, progressed
and in some cases funded. This will inform future budget bids and resourcing
requirements over the next four years.

18

The action plan will not revisit decisions made th ough the ERP or include any
significant new actions. It will focus on providing additional detail that was not
included in the ERP. The work undertaken for the action plan will also support our
input into the all-of-Government implementation planning for the ERP.
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15

We are proposing to undertake targeted engagement on the strategy and
action plan

We will work closely with our key partners across central government and the
transport agencies to develop the strategy and action plan, particularly where they
have responsibilities in relation to delivering the actions.

O

20

As you are aware, there has been extensive public engagement on the transport
material in the ERP, including consultation on the Climate Change Commission’s
advice Hīkina te kohupara discussion document, and the ERP itself. For this reason,
we are not proposing to undertake significant engagement on the strategy and action
plan, as for the most part we are building on existing commitments rather than
including new actions or material.

FF

19

21

In addition, we are planning to undertake targeted engagement with iwi/Māori, local
government, subject matter experts, and representative community groups over the
coming months on the new sub-national light VKT reduction targets. This is a
commitment made in the ERP, and it is important that we get a high level of buy-in
from local government and communities for these targets.

22

Further targeted engagement with key stakeholders may be required to inform the
key policy and investment decisions out to 2035 that will be signalled in the strategy.
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23

We will update you in the Weekly Report if we think any additional engagement will
be required beyond what is outlined above.

We also need to start preparing for the next ERP (ERP 2) for the 2026-2030
emission budget period
24

MfE has signalled that work on the next ERP will begin soon. As part of this work
programme, we will undertake initial scoping for ERP 2 from a transport perspective.
This includes:
24.1 identifying gaps in the first ERP
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24.2 considering modelling requirements, noting that it is critical to start this early

24.3 considering how monitoring and evaluation of the first ERP can inform ERP 2.
25

We welcome any insights you would like to share with us about your experience of
the first ERP that could help us prepare for the next plan.

We are aiming to align this work programme with other key transport initiatives
and wider government programmes
26

The strategy and action plan need to be developed a ongside several other related
Ministry work programmes. This includes the National Freight and Supply Chain
Strategy, the Government Policy Statement on land transport 2024, and
implementation of the initiatives funded out of the CERF in Budget 2022.

27

In addition, we need to consider the broader government work programmes, such as
the Urban Growth Agenda, Resource Management reforms, and the New Zealand
Energy Strategy.

28

Emissions-related work across government is moving at pace, which creates
challenges for ensuring alignment. However, we will be looking for opportunities to
strengthen links though the development of the strategy and action plan.

The Ministry has met with Waka Kotahi and sought its feedback on the
proposed programme of work

FF

Waka Kotahi currently has limited capacity to engage on this new work programme as
it focusses on resourcing the implementation of ERP actions, in particular, the
initiatives that have received CERF funding.

O

29

30

31

Given this, Waka Kotahi has limited capacity to engage meaningfully on the
development of a strategy. However, it is committed to actively supporting the
Ministry to progress sub-national VKT reduction targets, as the targets are a time
critical dependency needed by Waka Kotahi and the wider sector to progress broader
work on VKT reduction.
Waka Kotahi is supportive of the need for an action plan that clarifies the
implementation details in the ERP, particularly detail around roles, responsibilities,
and timelines. Waka Kotahi will work with the Ministry to progress this.
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LONG-TERM ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STRATEGY PROGRESS UPDATE AND NEXT STEPS
Purpose

Update you on the development of the long-term Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Strategy (the
Strategy) and seek your direction on next steps, including proposed solutions to address
emerging risks to the Strategy’s delivery and implementation.

Key points

In October 2021, you agreed that the EV charging cross-agency working group would
develop a standalone strategy document outlining the Government’s long-term vision
for our national EV charging infrastructure system, aided by engagement with key
public and private stakeholders across the energy and transport sectors.

•

Work on the Strategy is underway. At a high-level, the Strategy focuses on ensuring
the accessibility, affordability, convenience, security and reliability of our national EV
charging infrastructure to support the wider transition to and use of low-emissions
transport over time.

•

Agencies have developed five underpinning long-term outcomes, which set out key
characteristics of our desired charging system and the recommended actions needed
for their realisation. The policy levers to affect such on-going change sit across
several Ministerial portfolios and government agencies.

•

Preliminary engagement with industry, including the Clean Car Sector Leadership
Group, Z Energy and Mercury, has revealed widespread support for this overarching
vision statement and the high-level outcomes and focus areas presented.

•

Progress on the Strategy has been delayed by several factors, including competing
Te Manatū Waka work programme demands and COVID-19 related resourcing
impacts. While the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, Waka Kotahi
NZ Transport Agency, and the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority have
contributed to the wider EV charging interagency work programme and elements of
the Strategy, Te Manatū Waka has led both the work programme’s coordination and
the Strategy’s development. This has commanded significant Te Manatū Waka
resource.

O

FF

•

•

The most significant delaying factor relates to the emerging incongruity in agencylevel prioritisation and resourcing. In isolation, Te Manatū Waka has limited regulatory
influence over key aspects of the EV charging infrastructure delivery environment,
namely outcomes pertaining to, and reliant on, actions across the electricity sector.
IN CONFIDENCE
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LONG-TERM ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STRATEGY PROGRESS UPDATE AND NEXT STEPS
Background/Context
Lack of widespread, quality, and affordable electric vehicle (EV) charging will pose a barrier
to our medium- and long-term EV uptake targets
Accelerated and widespread charging infrastructure deployment is critical to support
mass-market EV adoption and the Government’s ambition for EV uptake and use to
rapidly increase over the next decade and beyond.

2

In particular, the Government’s commitment to the following targets underscores the
need to ensure that charging infrastructure accelerates, rather than restricts, nat onal
EV uptake:
•

•
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1

Increase the share of zero-emissions vehicles to 30 percent of the light
fleet by 2035 under the emissions reduction plan (ERP) To put this into
perspective, EVs made up approximately one percent of our national light fleet
as at April 2022.

Achieve 30 percent zero-emission new truck and bus sales by 2030 and
100 percent by 2040 as the result of New Zealand signing a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) on zero-emission medium and heavy vehicles. Currently,
no New Zealand public EV charging stations can service heavy vehicles.

For light passenger vehicles (cars, vans, utes), the initial phase of developing basic
geographic coverage has largely been completed. We now have over 320 fast
charger heads (25kW and above), with individual chargers distributed approximately
every 75km. These sites have been developed by private companies, with
government co-investment (usually 50 percent) through the Low Emissions Transport
Fund (LETF) administered by Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA).

4

While this has given us a strong base network for the early adoption of light
passenger EVs, much larger scale investment and further regulatory support is
required to develop a charging network that can accommodate the number of EVs
required to mee our emissions reduction targets, including for heavy EVs. This will
require consideration of both public and private charging infrastructure and charging
considerations, such as, residential off-street and home, residential on-street and/or
hub, journey and destination charging. It is not yet clear whether there is sufficient
commercial interest for industry to make this investment on its own at the pace
required to enable rapid EV uptake.

O
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3

5

Limited charging infrastructure has been one of the main barriers to EV uptake
overseas. A recent EV consumer survey commissioned by EECA indicated that
queuing was the most common factor inhibiting respondents (41 percent) from using
public chargers more often.
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You have signalled work on EV charging infrastructure is a priority for this Government
6

In October 2021, we provided you with a progress update on ongoing interagency
work under the EV Charging Infrastructure work programme (OC210703 refers). We
also sought your approval to finalise a standalone strategy document which would set
out the Government’s long-term vision to guide the expansion of our national EV
charging infrastructure system over time.

7

You agreed to the development of a long-term EV Charging Strategy (the Strategy)
and acknowledged its critical role in:

•

•

•

ensuring coordination and consistency in the planning and implementation of
our national EV charging infrastructure over the short- and long-term;
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•

providing government (central and local), industry leaders, business leaders
and the public with greater certainty around New Zealand s long-term EV
charging outcomes, which could help shape co-investment in EV charging;

identifying and appropriately addressing any gaps in EV charging infrastructure
capacity and coverage to enhance our ability to prepare for, and meet, future
demand for EV charging; and
clarifying and setting expectations for actions and responsibilities across a
range of key stakeholders across a national, regional and local level.

The Strategy is now a committed action under the Government’s first ERP, though a
directive for agency leads and ownership for parts of this work is not included for this
action under the ERP.

8

Progress on the Strategy is underway and has revealed further action on EV
charging is needed, including across several ministerial portfolios
Te Manatū Waka has led several cross-agency workshops to progress the Strategy’s
development, including the vision, scope and long-term outcomes desired
9

The cross-agency EV charging working group has developed the following draft vision
for a national EV charging infrastructure system:

O
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Aotearoa New Zealand’s EV charging infrastructure supports the transition to
and use of low-emissions transport by being accessible, affordable,
convenient, secure and reliable.

10

This draft vision represents a system-wide overview and will ensure the
Government’s long-term strategic direction includes:
•

both public and private charging infrastructure and charging
considerations, such as, residential off-street and home, residential on-street
and/or hub, journey and destination charging;

•

a focus on charging for light EVs, while accommodating for and recognising
areas where other vehicle modes and zero-emission energy sources may fall
within scope, such as commercial heavy trucks and hydrogen; and
IN CONFIDENCE
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•

The core interagency working group has subsequently developed five key long-term
policy outcomes associated with expanding our national EV charging system in line
with the proposed vision statement. The proposed long-term outcomes are:
•

Outcome 1: New Zealand’s EV charging system is underpinned by affordable,
reliable, secure and safe power supply and infrastructure.

•

Outcome 2: All EV users can safely access and use EV charging when and
where they need it.

•
•
•

12
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11

a commitment to all New Zealanders (existing and future EV users) to
support an equitable transition.

Outcome 3: New Zealand’s EV charging system is underpinned by integrated
and streamlined cross-sectoral planning and standards.
Outcome 4: New Zealand’s EV charging market functions effectively/is
attractive to users, operators and investors and can adapt/evolve over time.

Outcome 5: Our national EV charging system supports the transition to, and
use of, low-emissions transport modes across the wider transport system.

Each of these five draft outcomes will be supported by key focus areas, which will
help to thematically group areas of work underway and further actions needed to
achieve the relevant long-term outcome This will also help to scope future resourcing
needs and clarify lead and supporting roles for delivery and implementation. Annex 1
provides an example of proposed focus areas and further actions relevant to
Outcomes 1 and 2.

Industry has reacted positively in preliminary engagement on the Strategy

Te Manatū Waka officials have tested the proposed draft vision, scope and high-level
structure of the Strategy with several key industry players, including Z Energy,
Mercury and the Clear Car Sector Leadership Group (CCSLG). This engagement
revealed widespread support for the Strategy’s development and draft vision.

14

CCSLG members highlighted the need for further resource and prioritisation with
respect to the expansion of our EV charging network in line with the strategic direction
outlined The CCSLG also noted the importance of delivering the Strategy sooner
rather than later, i.e. this year.
The CCSLG also collectively reiterated the importance of clarifying roles and
responsibilities across the EV charging system. The CCSLG considered a mandate
was needed to either establish a lead agency to champion work on EV charging or
otherwise ensure accountability in decision-making and progress on charging issues.
This reflects the fact that the levers to affect this transition are held across a range of
Ministerial portfolios and government agencies.

O
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We seek your direction on next steps, including potential solutions to secure
greater cross-agency buy-in and resourcing to support the Strategy’s delivery
and implementation
Uneven cross-agency buy-in presents risks to the Strategy’s delivery and implementation
While work on the Strategy is underway, progress has been slower than anticipated.

17

Although development of the Strategy is intended to be a cross-agency effort, Te
Manatū Waka has driven the majority of the Strategy’s development, as well as the
coordination of the wider cross-agency EV charging work programme. This has
commanded significant Te Manatū Waka resource, which has already been impacted
by competing Te Manatū Waka work programme demands and COVID-19 related
FTE resourcing impacts.

18

As previously noted, officials have scoped a preliminary list of further actions needed
to deliver the vision statement set under the Strategy. Delivering and implementing
the actions outlined under the Strategy will require progression across a range of
Ministerial portfolios and government agencies.

19

In isolation, there are limitations to how far Te Manatū Waka can influence key
aspects of the EV charging infrastructure delivery environment, namely outcomes
pertaining to, and reliant on, actions across the electricity sector. At an agency-level,
Te Manatū Waka cannot direct agencies to progress the actions set out under the
Strategy, particularly if agencies lack the capability or resource to progress the
relevant action, or do not consider it to be a priority.

20

Already there has been dif iculty in assigning ownership to complete a review of the
Electricity (Safety) Regulations 2010 which cover the safety needs associated with
charging EVs. This is a committed action under the ERP in response to direction from
the Prime Minister’s Office and stakeholder feedback on the draft ERP consultation
document.

21

s 9(2)(g)(i)

22

We would like to acknowledge, however, the excellent progress that EECA and Waka
Kotahi continue to make on the public and private EV charging front through their
work on the public EV charging roadmap, the LETF, and EVRoam.
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s 9(2)(f)(iv)
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24

If you are concerned about further delay to the Strategy’s publication…

Officials could publish a high-level strategy document setting out a vision statement
and key long-term outcomes only. This would provide a quicker signal to industry and
the public on Government’s direction for EV charging.

29

However, this option would be unlikely to achieve the desired level of action and buyin needed to achieve the vision statement and outcomes set due to lack of direction
and clarity around roles and responsibilities and further actions needed. A lack of
detail, particularly around further action, is unlikely to provide the level of direction and
confidence desired by industry and the public, which could impact levels of market
activity and EV uptake.

FF

28

Next steps

We ecommend you notify officials of your preferred option to address emerging risks
related to the development and delivery of the Strategy.

O

30

31

Officials will continue progressing the Strategy’s development.
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